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Fall Happenings
fall /ˈfɑːl/ (noun): (also called autumn) the
season between summer and winter when
leaves change color and the weather
becomes colder.

Fall Happenings in Washington, DC
There’s nothing like seeing the gorgeous fall foliage in the Northeast,
Midwest and Southeast areas of the United States. Autumn is a
wonderful time to experience the great natural beauty of the trees
changing colors beginning in October.

foliage /ˈfoʊliɪdʒ/ (noun): the leaves of a
tree or plant.
autumn /ˈɔːtəm/ (noun): also called fall
(see definition above).
species /ˈspiːʃiːz/ (noun): a group of similar
animals, plants, etc. that can breed with
each other and produce healthy young
animals and plants.
characteristic /ˌkerɪktəˈrɪstɪk/
(adj.): something that is very typical of a
thing or of a person's character.
evergreen / ˈɛvɚˌgriːn / (adj): having leaves
that remain green the entire year.
needle / ˈniːdl / (noun): a thin, hard,
pointed leaf on a pine tree.
deciduous / dɪˈsɪdʒuəs/ (adj): a tree (or
bush) that loses its leaves each year.
trunk /trʌŋk/ (noun): the thick main part of
a tree (branches grow from it).
root / ruːt / (noun): the part of a plant that
grows into the ground and absorbs water
and minerals that feeds the other parts of
the plant.
pigment /ˈpɪɡmənt / (noun): a substance
in the plants that gives the leaves a
particular color.
carbohydrate /ˌkɑːrboʊˈhaɪdreɪt / (noun):
a sugar or starch that is made of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen, which is used in food
to provide energy and heat.
to show off / ʃoʊ ɔːf / (phrasal verb): to
show people something in an obvious way
so others will be impressed by it.
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Gorgeous trees close to my home in Maryland

There are several species of trees with different characteristics.
On the very left side of the photo, you can see an evergreen tree. Since
they’re called evergreen, you can probably guess they stay green forever
and keep their leaves (or needles) the whole year round. The other trees
are deciduous trees, whose leaves turn beautiful colors and then fall off
before the winter.
Leaves have the important job of producing the food and nutrients that
are stored in the trunk and roots of the tree. Through a process called
photosynthesis, chemical pigments in the leaves absorb sunlight, which
provides the energy needed to break down carbon dioxide into
carbohydrates and other materials.
When fall arrives, the days get shorter and the amount of sunlight
decreases. This signals to the trees that winter is coming and the tree
stops producing one of the pigments, (chlorophyll, which is green), and
this allows other pigments in the leaves to really show off their colors.
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a bit / bɪt / (adverb): rather, fairly (to a
certain degree).
simplistic / sɪmˈplɪstɪk / (adj): too simple
and not having enough detail or
information.
to admire / ədˈmaɪər / (verb): to look at
something and think that it is attractive
and impressive.
vibrant / ˈvaɪbrənt / (adj): having a
bright, bold or strong color.
Beautiful Fall Flowers

I'm not a science teacher so that's a bit of a simplistic explanation. I
prefer to look at it from an artistic perspective and just admire the
vibrant colors and the wonderful sound of the leaves crunching
beneath my feet when I walk over them.
Autumn is also the time that squirrels scramble around to find nuts to
sustain them through the winter. We've got a lot of squirrels running
all around the yard right now and it’s great to see them because we
thought the big fat neighborhood fox had eaten all of them. I guess
they were just hiding from him all summer.

to crunch / krʌntʃ / (verb): the sound
heard when leaves (or other objects) are
crushed.
beneath / bɪˈniːθ / (preposition): located
under or below something.
squirrel / ˈskwɜːrəl / (noun): a furry
animal with a thick heavy tail that lives in
the woods and eats nuts (see photo).
to sustain (somone/something)/ səˈsteɪn
/ (verb): to provide enough of the things
needed to live or exist.
fox /fɑːks / (noun): a wild animal with a
pointed face, thick heavy tail and
reddish-brown fur.

A squirrel with a nut
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The Great Pumpkin Patch

Fall Happenings

patch /ˈpʌmpkɪn pætʃ / (noun): a small
area of something that is different from
the things in the area around it (e.g., a
bald patch on a man's head; a black cat
with a patch of white fur on its foot; a
bunch of pumpkins on an area of land).
to not know what one’s missing:
(idiom): to not be aware of or
understand something because you
haven't seen or experienced it before.
harvest /ˈhɑːrvɪst / (verb): to gather (a
crop).
to cost someone (something) (idiom): to
make someone pay the cost
(expense/price) of something.
stem / siːd / (noun): the small hard thing
made by a plant, from which a new plant
can grow.
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Another sign of autumn are pumpkins everywhere. If you've never been
to a pumpkin patch, you really don't know what you're missing.

The very best option is to go pick your pumpkin from the field where it
was grown. There are lots of pumpkin patches near my house and
normally that's where I'd pick my pumpkin. But this year I got my
pumpkin already harvested from a road-side pumpkin patch. As you can
see from the photos there were a lot of pumpkins to choose from.
I chose a medium-sized one and it cost me five dollars. There is a big
sign warning anyone of picking the pumpkin up by the stem because if
you break the stem off, the pumpkin’s yours to keep (that means you
have to pay for it whether you want it or not).
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Pumpkin muffins

decorations /ˌdekəˈreɪʃn / (noun):
something that makes something look
more attractive on special occasions.
kid /kɪd/ (noun): a child.
to carve / kɑːrv / (verb): to cut away
material to make something.

Pumpkins are not just great decorations, they are also delicious to eat.
Well not everyone loves them and when I was a kid the only part of the
pumpkin I liked were the seeds. After you cut your pumpkin open to
carve it, it’s customary to scoop out all of the seeds, place them on a
baking sheet and roast them in the oven. It’s lots of fun and they’re
really tasty.
Somewhere along the line, I acquired a taste for pumpkin and now I
love it in anything: pumpkin pie, pumpkin bread, pumpkin muffins,
roasted pumpkin, pumpkin soup and even pumpkin frozen yogurt!

customary / ˈkʌstəmeri/ (adj): what is
normal or usual for people to do in a
particular place or situation.

baking sheet / ˈbeɪkɪŋ ʃiːt/ (noun): a flat
metal tray used to cook things in the
oven.
to roast / roʊst/ (verb): to cook food
without liquid in an oven or over a fire.
somewhere along the line (idiom): at
some moment or point of time.
to acquire a taste for (idiom): to develop
a liking of a particular food or drink that
you didn't like the first few times you
tried it.

Pumpkin frozen yogurt!
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maze / meɪz/ (noun): a system of paths
separated by walls or hedges that is
designed so that it is hard to find your
way through from one side to the other
side.
impenetrable / ɪmˈpenɪtrəbl/ (adj):
something that cannot be entered,
passed or seen through.
tractor / ˈtræktər/ (noun): a vehicle with
two large and two smaller wheels, used
especially for pulling farm machinery.
visible / ˈvɪzəbl / (adj): something that
can be seen.

to find one’s way out (idiom): to be able
to find the exit to leave a place or escape
a situation.
flashlight / ˈflæʃlaɪt / (noun) ("torch" in
British English): a small lamp that you can
hold in your hand that requires batteries
to make the light.
haunted /ˈhɔːntɪd/ (adj): believed to be
visited by ghosts.

eerie / ˈɪri / (adj): strange, mysterious
and frightening.
to jump out / dʒʌmp aʊt / (phrasal verb):
to leap out of or from behind something.
to scare / sker / (verb): 1. to frighten
someone, 2. to be frightened by
something/someone.
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Fun on the Farm: The Corn Maze
Since many of us get our pumpkins from local farms there are also lots
of really fun activities to do there such as picking apples, feeding or
petting farm animals or watching pig races. One of my favorite things
to do is go through a corn maze.

The corn is grown about 8 to 9 feet tall and this creates a really thick,
impenetrable wall. You can only walk through the parts of the maze
that have been cut by the farmer using a tractor.
The farmers often cut out really interesting patterns that are visible
from the air. You definitely can't see the pattern from the ground
when you’re walking through the maze. Some are so difficult it can
take a half an hour to an hour to find your way out.
It’s easiest to go through a corn maze during the daytime but it’s most
fun at nighttime when you need to carry a flashlight. If you’re brave,
you can try a haunted corn maze. You also go through these at night
but they're more like a haunted house with eerie noises and objects
and things that jump out and scare you.
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a blast /blæst / (informal expression): a
very enjoyable experience that is a lot of
fun.
hay / / heɪ/ (noun): cut dried grass that
is used as food for animals.

basin / ˈbeɪsn /(noun): a large round
bowl for holding liquids.

Hay Rides & Bobbing for Apples
Hay rides are a blast. In the photograph above, two large wagons are
filled with hay and both are pulled by a tractor. They stuff the wagons
with a lot of people and then drive all across the farm and sometimes
everyone will sing songs. It's fun for children and adults alike.
Bobbing for apples is another must do activity, at least for kids. It's a
game where you fill a large basin with water and dump in a bunch of
apples. Since apples are less dense than water they float to the surface.
The object of the game is to catch one of the apples with your teeth.
Normally they cut the stems off the apple to make it more difficult and
you can't use your hands or arms so you often end up with your face
submerged in the water!

to dump /dʌmp/ (verb): to drop things
(especially heavy objects) into or onto
something else.
dense /dens/ (adj): thick or heavy in
relation to its size.
stem /stem /(noun): the main long thin
part of a plant from which the leaves or
flowers grow.
to end up with (phrasal verb): to reach a
particular result or outcome.
to submerge /səbˈmɜrdʒ/ (verb): to go
below the surface of water.
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Fall Happenings
promenade
Girl Scouts is
/ˌprɑːməˈneɪd/
a youth organization
(noun):for
a public
girls.
place for walking, usually a wide path
beside
contraction
the water.
/kənˈtræk·ʃən/ (noun): a
shortened form of a word or combination of
food
words
stall
(isn't
/fuːd
is astɔːl
contraction
/(noun): of
a small
the words
temporary
"is" and "not").
shop that is open at the front
and has a counter where you can buy food
to
gooey
take /ˈɡu·i/
away. (adj): a substance that is thick
and sticky.
specialty booth /ˈspeʃəlti buθ/: a small
temporary
bite /bɑɪt/shop
(noun):
that(1)
sells
using
food
your
or products
teeth to
that
cut and
are known
tear something,
because they
(2) the
arepiece
so good
cut
or
from
unique.
something with your teeth.
Note:
finishbooths
something
and stalls
off (idiom):
are both
towords
destroy,
we
use
completely
in Englishdefeat
to describe
or finish
temporary
something.
small
enclosed spaces that are set-up at events
and
campfire
festivals
/ˈkæmpˌfɑɪər/
where you can
(noun):
buy or
a fire
lookbuilt
at
things.
on the ground outside (especially outside
tents when people go camping).
ordinary /ˈɔːrdneri/ (adj): not unusual; not
different
fireplacein/ˈfɑɪər·pleɪs/
any way from
(noun):
usual athings.
space in
the wall of a room that is used for a fire to
pyrotechnics
burn in.
/ˌpaɪrəˈteknɪks/ (noun):
fireworks or a fireworks display.
stove burner /stoʊv ˈbɜr·nər /(noun): a
choreograph
circle-shaped/ˈkɔːriəɡræf
piece made/of(verb):
metalto
that
design
produces
andheat
arrange
by electricity
the steps,oractions
a gas flame
or
movements
(it's found on
in the
a show
top of
(especially
a kitchenby
coordinating
equipment, athese
stove,
together
that cooks
withfood
music).
in
containers).
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Toasting marshmallows over a campfire

Gimme S’more!
Have you ever had s'mores? It seems that Girl Scouts were making
s'mores as early as 1927. The name comes from a contraction of
the phrase "some more."
So what are they exactly? Here's the recipe: take a square of
chocolate and put it on a graham cracker. Then roast a
marshmallow and put that on top of the chocolate. Place another
graham cracker on top and squeeze it together so that the gooey
hot marshmallow melts the chocolate a little.
Take a few bites of the sticky, sweet sandwich to finish it off, then
lick your fingers and say "I want some more." And that my friends
is a s'more. They’re great to make by a campfire. But I've also
made them in the fireplace or over the stove burner.

Fall Happenings
secular /ˈsek·jə·lər/ (adj): not having any
connection with religion.
origin / ˈɔr·ə·dʒɪn, ˈɑr-/ (noun): a thing
from which something comes or the
place where it began.
spirit /ˈspɪrɪt/ (noun): the soul thought of
as separate from the body and believed
to live on after death; a ghost.

Devil’s Night & Halloween
Halloween is a secular tradition in modern America where people have
innocent fun dressing up in costumes, eating food and having parties
with friends. Most of us have little knowledge of the history of
Halloween, which dates back to 5 B.C. according to some.
While historians debate it’s origins most agree it originated in the
British Isles out of the Pagan Celtic celebration called Samhain. It was
thought that spirits rose from the dead and the Celts left food for good
spirits and wore masks to scare away the bad spirits. Later, the Roman
Catholic church attempted to stop pagan holidays, establishing All
Saint’s Day but Halloween celebration continued.
Devil’s Night happens the day before Halloween and it is also
sometimes called “Mischief Night.” I grew up in Michigan where Devil’s
Night was sadly often a serious affair with significant vandalism and
arson rather than small acts of mischief.
Exactly what types of mischievous activity is there? In our
neighborhood kids would often “roll” people’s trees, soap or wax
house and car windows, throw rotten eggs at cars or even leave
flaming bags of animal feces on people’s front porches (eww, gross, I
know!).
Most kids love Halloween because it’s a time for parties or trick-ortreating in the neighborhood. The kids go to each house, ring the
doorbell and say “trick or treat, trick or treat give me something good
to eat.” Or, they simply say “trick or treat.” I did it every year and I only
got candy and money but I guess sometimes people are tricked as well.
That would be a bummer.

mask /mæsk/ (noun): something that
completely or partially covers the face to
hide it or make it so that it cannot be
recognized.
vandalism /ˈvæn·dəlˌɪz·əm/ (noun): the
crime of intentionally destroying or
damaging public or private property for
no good reason.
arson /ˈɑr·sən/(noun): the crime of
intentionally setting something on fire to
destroy it.
mischief /ˈmɪs·tʃəf/ (noun): bad behavior
(especially by children) that is slightly bad
but does not cause any serious damage
or harm. [mischievous /ˈmɪs·tʃə·vəs/
(adj)]
roll trees: throwing rolls of toilet paper
on the bushes and trees around
someone’s house so there are long
streams or ribbons of the toilet paper
everywhere.
soaping and waxing windows: using bars
of soap or wax to write or draw pictures
on the windows of homes or cars.
flaming / ˈfleɪmɪŋ / (adj): on fire, in
flames.
a bummer /ˈbʌm·ər/ (slang): a situation
or event that is unpleasant or
disappointing.
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homemade /ˌhəʊmˈmeɪd/ (adj): made
by hand at home and not bought at a
store.
notorious / nəˈtɔr·i·əs, / (adj): famous
for something bad or immoral.
hysterical /hɪˈster·ɪ·kəl/(adj): really
funny or amusing.
blessings /ˈblesɪŋ/(noun): something that
is good or helpful.

Halloween Costumes
It’s possible to buy costumes but everyone agrees that the homemade
costumes are the best. People dress up as famous and notorious
people, cartoon characters, foods and drinks, animals and anything
imaginable. And these days animals dress up as people, cartoon
characters, foods and drinks, other animals and everything imaginable!
Some of the costumes are hysterical and others are beautiful. Have you
been to a Halloween party before? What was your costume?
I want to hear the details!

Final Thoughts
Autumn is a wonderful time to enjoy nature’s beauty and get ready
for the winter ahead.
Next month we will be “giving thanks” for all of our blessings.
Sending you warm greetings from Washington and awaiting your
comments!
All the best,
Nicole
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